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The Beckhoff Automation
team in Finland celebrates
their 10-year anniversary
together with colleagues from
the German headquarters.

Beckhoff Finland celebrates its 10th birthday

Headquarters of Beckhoff
Automation Finland in the
“Technolgy Centre TechVilla”
in Hyvinkää, at night

The Beckhoff subsidiary in Finland was established ten
years ago with a single member of staff at TechVilla
business park in Hyvinkää, approx. 50 km north of
Helsinki. Today Managing Director Mikko Uuskoski
has a team of 15. In addition to the head office in
Hyvinkää, Beckhoff now has two further sales offices
in Finland and is expecting this year a turnover of approx. 6 million euros. Beckhoff has established itself
successfully in the Finnish automation market with its
open, PC-based control philosophy and managed to
gain customers from a wide range of sectors.
The expansion strategy, which Beckhoff has pursued
for many years with the aim of penetrating deeper
into the respective markets through establishment of
branches, has paid off. Today Beckhoff is represented
in more than 60 countries with 25 subsidiaries and
distributors and sells its PC Control technology worldwide.
Since the establishment in the year 2000 the Finnish
Beckhoff subsidiary has grown continuously. In 2006,
Beckhoff opened two further sales offices in Seinäjoki
and Tampere, in order to be able to offer Finnish customers a comprehensive network for distribution, application support and service. In 2008, Mikko Uuskoski
oversaw the relocation into the “Technolgy Centre

TechVilla” in Hyvinkää, once more with expansion in
mind: larger offices enable training sessions so that
Beckhoff Finland can offer its customers optimum allround support.
Initially, Beckhoff Automation Oy mainly supplied
components to the electronics, machine construction,
wood and paper industries located in southern Finland,
although more recently there has been a clear trend
towards the systems business and expansion into
new market segments. “Over recent years, we gained
technically demanding customers and realized complex software solutions for different applications. In
addition, building automation is becoming increasingly
important, and we continue gaining new customers
from the wind energy sector,” said Mikko Uuskoski. For
the future, he and his team intend to strengthen their
role as a reliable, competitive supplier of automation
systems with comprehensive technical know-how and
a high-quality product range in the Finnish market.
“Industry expertise and joint development of solutions
together with our customers are top priorities for us,”
said Mikko Uuskoski.
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